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ACROSS
1 Select at random what's on the box (8)
5 Success with Irish party to end (4,2)
10 Weapon common around Luxembourg (5)
11 Revolutionary in rash act (9)
12 Winger gives angry account (9)
13 She's agreeable when taking ecstasy (5)
14 Look for attention in school (6)
15 New look with Japanese sash? That's capital! (7)
18 Badly treats girls in uniform? The other way round! (7)
20 A short nap in Susie's tavern (6)
22 Cronies creating a stink in the civil service (5)
24 Shelter at worker's 'ome is uncertain (9)
25 A Schubert composition is capital (9)
26 Unable to succeed in record time (5)
27 Type of vehicle for plantation (6)
28 Thousands working for a relative (8)

DOWN
1 Car club in the old country (6)
2 Refuse sinister deliveries (9)
3 Actresses retain potential – never getting wrinkles (6-9)
4 Prodigal son's first to be submissive (7)
6 Party, in private, limit discourtesy (15)
7 Energy for excursion (5)
8 The way name's brought up is contemptible (8)
9 Everyone in Slough died (6)
16 Advance guard for our direst criminal (9)
17 In the morning one party leader is good-natured (8)
19 Fix peg in chair (6)
20 Acting Tory leader introduced to Spaniard is a lawmaker (7)
21 Tidy up after knight has had a meal (6)
23 Peacekeeper's portion is complete (5)
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